
Question 1:

Please select the appropriate description for each of your team members. Each person will see their own feedback, but not your 

name.

Only the following persons can see your responses:

The receiving students can see your response, but not your name.

Instructors in this course can see your response, the name of the recipient, and your name.

Course ID: peer_feedback_test

Session: test 2

Opening time: Mon, 25 Jan 2016, 03:00 PM

Closing time: Thu, 22 Sep 2016, 11:59 PM

Instructions: Please answer all the given questions.

To: Anderson,

Seth Strongly Agree Agree Disagree

Strongly

Disagree

a) This student

participates well in

team discussions.

 Initiates

discussions

frequently, and

engages the team.

 Takes part in

discussions and

sometimes initiates

discussions.

 Occasionally

responds, but

never initiates

discussions.

 Rarely or

never responds.

b) This student

completes assigned

tasks on time.

 Tasks are

always completed

before the

deadline.

 Occasionally

misses deadlines.

 Often misses

deadlines.

 Rarely or

never completes

tasks.

c) This student

listens carefully and

encourages others

to contribute

 Often solicits

other opinions,

makes sure

everyone is heard

 Sometimes

solicits other

opinions from team

members.

 Solicits

agreement from

others in team

 States own

opinion and is

argumentative

To: Greene II,

Michael Strongly Agree Agree Disagree

Strongly

Disagree



Question 2:

Please rate each of your team member's performance according to the criteria in your team contract. Also rate yourself.

Only the following persons can see your responses:

The receiving students can see your response, but not your name.

Instructors in this course can see your response, the name of the recipient, and your name.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree

Strongly

Disagree

a) This student

participates well in

team discussions.

 Initiates

discussions

frequently, and

engages the team.

 Takes part in

discussions and

sometimes initiates

discussions.

 Occasionally

responds, but

never initiates

discussions.

 Rarely or

never responds.

b) This student

completes assigned

tasks on time.

 Tasks are

always completed

before the

deadline.

 Occasionally

misses deadlines.

 Often misses

deadlines.

 Rarely or

never completes

tasks.

c) This student

listens carefully and

encourages others

to contribute

 Often solicits

other opinions,

makes sure

everyone is heard

 Sometimes

solicits other

opinions from team

members.

 Solicits

agreement from

others in team

 States own

opinion and is

argumentative

To: Zhou, Haiyan

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree

Strongly

Disagree

a) This student

participates well in

team discussions.

 Initiates

discussions

frequently, and

engages the team.

 Takes part in

discussions and

sometimes initiates

discussions.

 Occasionally

responds, but

never initiates

discussions.

 Rarely or

never responds.

b) This student

completes assigned

tasks on time.

 Tasks are

always completed

before the

deadline.

 Occasionally

misses deadlines.

 Often misses

deadlines.

 Rarely or

never completes

tasks.

c) This student

listens carefully and

encourages others

to contribute

 Often solicits

other opinions,

makes sure

everyone is heard

 Sometimes

solicits other

opinions from team

members.

 Solicits

agreement from

others in team

 States own

opinion and is

argumentative

To: Anderson,

Seth
[Possible values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

To: Greene II,

Michael
[Possible values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
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Question 3:

Please give specific constructive comments about each of your team member's performance as a team member.

Only the following persons can see your responses:

Your team members can see your response, but not the name of the recipient, or your name.

Instructors in this course can see your response, the name of the recipient, and your name.

Question 4:

My comments about our performance as a team (confidential and only shown to instructor)

Only the following persons can see your responses:

Instructors in this course can see your response, the name of the recipient, and your name.

To: Novicki,

Andrea G
[Possible values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

To: Zhou, Haiyan [Possible values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

To: Anderson,

Seth

To: Greene II,

Michael

To: Zhou, Haiyan

To: Anderson,

Seth

To: Greene II,

Michael

[TEAMMATE V5.62]



To: Novicki,

Andrea G

To: Zhou, Haiyan

[TEAMMATE V5.62]


